Welcome to the Aragon Review: written for children, parents and teachers! During
these unprecedented times of school closures, reading is more important than ever. We
will be sharing books this month that you can share with your children and read aloud.

World Book Day

Author Visits
On World Book Day, we were
lucky to be visited by Chris
Duke who wrote ‘Lucy’s Blue
Day’ a children’s book about
mental health. Half of Year 6
got to attend a workshop led
by Tamsin Winter, an author
who champions girls and has
written Jemima Small VS. the
Universe.

Poetry Book of the Month

World Book Day on
Poems Aloud by Joseph Coelho
the 5th March was
Perfect for confident children and shy readers alike,
a huge success. All
this book teaches all sorts of clever ways to perform
the children looked
poetry. Children will learn 20 techniques for reading
amazing and had
aloud by trying out 20 funny and thoughtful original
an amazing day full
poems by the much loved and award winning
of books, books,
performance poet, Joseph
books!
Coelho. There are tongue
twisters, poems to project,
poems to whisper, poems
to make you laugh. There
are poems to perform to a
whole class and others to
whisper in somebody's ear.

Early Years Recommendation

My Friend Earth by Patricia MacLachlan — Earth, depicted in this lavish picture book as a
young brown-skinned girl, wakes up from her hibernation through winter to the sound of a farmer’s
hoe in the garden and the caw of crows. Earth tends the sun-dappled prairie where wild horses run,
and guards the huge shoals of krill in the ocean; in summer, she makes rain flow down mountains to
rivers and seas. In autumn, Earth brings the winds that blow the leaves off the trees, and in winter she
makes a bed in the snow and goes to sleep again. Francesca Sanna’s stunning illustrations really are
the star of this lovely picture book which (rather like Disney’s Moana) depicts Nature as a young girl
deity, tending the landscape which is a part of her.
A Fox Called Herbert by Margaret Sturton— Margaret Sturton
announces herself as a major picture book talent with her debut. Little
rabbit Herbert loves foxes. Indeed, he loves them so much he wants to be
one, making himself a pair of fox ears and a tail. At first his mummy is amused, then angry when he
messes up the living room with red paint and cuts up her dress to make a tail. When she sees him out
playing as a fox, despite her instruction to be a ‘good little rabbit’, she is cross again, until she suddenly
realises how important it is to Herbert to be a fox. The story is full of comic moments and the little
rabbit family will be recognisable to all readers. It’s also a wonderful story about identity and love,
delivered lightly but most effectively

Year 1-2 Recommendations
I Don't Like Books. Never. Ever. The End. by Emma Perry— Mabel is adamant that she
does not like books, yet people keep giving them to her, for birthdays, as treats and sometimes for
no reason at all. She is a resourceful girl, so finds good uses for her growing library: she stacks books
to create a handy step ladder; piles them up as a doorstop to keep her brother out of her room; she
even sledges down the stairs on larger volumes. The only thing she doesn’t do is read them. One
night, as she settles into bed, the books take charge, flapping around Mabel’s head and pulling her
into their pages. She is amazed to meet a variety of characters who provide tantalising glimpses of
thrilling escapades, from a detective on the trail of a diamond thief, to an
astronaut embarking on an epic journey through space. She finally realises
that stories are a gateway into limitless worlds of excitement, magic and
adventure. Pests by Emer Stamp— Stix is the size of an egg cup, can
jump the width of a dog's bottom, and LOVES cheese. That's because Stix is a mouse. He probably lives
behind your washing machine, but you wouldn't know it, because his grandma taught him to always
stay out of trouble and NEVER let the humans know he's there. But now Stix has stumbled across PESTS the Peewit Educatorium for Seriously Terrible Scoundrels - in the basement of his building, and along
with a whole host of new pesty friends (and enemies), he's about to rip up Grandma's rule book and
make a REAL pest of himself...

Year 3-4 Recommendations
Scribble Witch by Inky Willis —When Molly's best friend announces that she's moving to
a new school, a blue Wednesday becomes the Worst Wednesday Ever.
That is until some unexpected magic brightens up Molly's day. Notes, a tiny paper witch who
has been lurking in a pen pot, springs to life - and into action! Some of the things Notes does
are absolutely NOT helpful and get Molly into trouble with her
grouchbag teacher. But it's surprising what one tiny witch, armed
with nothing more than a pencil, can achieve before the bell for
home time rings...
Agents of the Wild by Jennifer Bell and Alice Lickens—
When 8-year-old Agnes is signed up for SPEARS (the Society for the
Protection of Endangered and Awesomely Rare Species), she has no
idea of the adventures that lie ahead with her elephant-shrew
mentor Attie (short for "Attenborough"). Operation Honeyhunt sends them to the Brazilian
rainforest, on a mission to save an endangered, dance-loving bee named Elton. Will Agnes
pass the test and become a full SPEARS agent?

Year 5-6 Recommendations
Crater Lake by Jenifer Killick—Who is the mysterious bloodstained man who stops their coach? Why
is no one around when Lance and the rest of Year Six arrive at the brand new Crater Lake activity
centre? But this is just the beginning of the school trip from hell; a fight for survival that sees five pupils
band together to save their classmates from an alien fate far worse than death. But whatever happens,
they must Never. Ever. Fall asleep!
Fierce, Fearless and Free by Lari Don— A brilliant, inclusive collection of
traditional tales from around the world featuring amazing women and girls.
Once upon a time, there was a handsome prince who - no, that's not right!
Once upon a time, there were strong, fierce women who plotted, schemed,
took action, showed kindness, used magic and trickery, and made their own
destiny. From the long-haired Petrosinella who escaped the tower and broke
the spell that the ogress had cast over her and Nana Miriam who beat a hippo
using politeness and magic, to Kate Crackernuts who tried to save her stepsister from her mother's curse,
these are stories of girls doing it for themselves! With stories drawn from all over the world, including
China, Scotland, Armenia, Italy and Nigeria, Lari Don presents heroine stories that don't leave girls sitting
around waiting to be saved by the handsome prince.

Staff Recommendations Mrs Linsley—Assistant Head Teacher

Favourite Children's Book: My favourite children’s book is Rainbow Fish by Marcus
Pfister. It has beautiful illustrations and the story helps children to understand how to make
friends. It has repetition which can help children to read and when I was a class teacher in
KS1 the children liked acting out the story and writing their own versions.
I also really enjoyed a book called You Choose by Nick Sharratt and Pippa Goodhart as
both my children loved this story and I had to share it with them night after night. I bet a lot
of you have books that you ask your parents to read repeatedly.
Currently Reading: I am reading The Testament by Margaret Atwood. It is the sequel to The
Handmaid’s Tail which was recently televised. These books are set in the future where women
have very few rights.
Recommended Reads:
EYFS: Lion Inside by Rachel Bright KS1: The Day the Crayons Quit by Drew Daywalt

LKS2: Danny and the Champion of the World by Roald Dahl
UKS2: Letters from the Light House by Emma Carroll
Why Should Kids Read?

Non-Fiction Book of the Month

Waterstones Book of the Month

@mossmontgomery (author
of Max and the Millions)

The Bat Book by Charlotte Milner

The Super Miraculous Journey of Freddie Yates by
Jenny Pearson and Rob Biddulph

“Kids should read because,
first and foremost, it’s fun.
The fact it also makes them
smarter, kinder and wiser is
just a bonus!”
The Bat Book by Charlotte Milner follows in the footsteps of The
Bee Book and The Sea Book to highlight to children important
ecological issues faced by our planet, this time focusing on the
world’s only flying mammals and their importance to our global
ecosystem. With the aim of exploring the topsy-turvy world of
often unnoticed 'tiny superheroes', this book identifies important
biological features of bats (such as how similar their wing
skeletons are to human hands) and how amazingly well
adapted the 1300 different species are to surviving in habitats
all over the world. The book then turns its attention to how bats
are important to humans, common myths about bats, the
challenges that particular species face and actions to help
endangered bats.

A blistering blast of funny fiction ideal for fans of
Davids Walliams and Solomons, Jenny Pearson’s rollicking
debut introduces an endearing new hero on a mission
which keeps going awry. Roping in his two best friends on
a surreal summer holiday adventure, Freddie is forced to
negotiate onion-eating
competitions, exploding toilets
and the indignity of dressing
up as Supergirl. With
dynamic, hilarious illustrations
by former Waterstones
Children’s Book Prizewinner Rob Biddulph, The
Super Miraculous Journey of
Freddie Yates is a sidesplitting treat unafraid to
confront real-world issue with
immense heart.

Author/Illustrator Spotlight— Dominic Walliman and Ben Newman
Dominic Walliman is a YouTuber and an award winning science writer. He writes the Professor
Astro Cat science books for children which have been translated into over 20 languages.
Dominic had PhD in quantum device physics and worked for several years in the field of
quantum computing. He now splits his time between writing and producing videos for his
youtube channel Domain of Science.
BEN NEWMAN has developed a distinct aesthetic over the years; a contemporary fusion of
bold shapes, bright colours and playful characters. Ben co-created the Professor Astro Cat
children's books with his longtime friend and scientist, Dr Dominic Walliman, which are
published by Flying Eye Books and have been translated into 24 other languages.

Harry Potter Wordsearch

How to Read Aloud Well!
Pleasure

Enjoyment of reading has a direct impact on a child's
success at school as well as their overall wellbeing. Being
read aloud to well in a interactive way is key to
developing an early enjoyment of reading.
Before you read a book, you and your children will
have much more fun if you do four simple things:
•

Know the book - read it in advance

•

Choose a book that features a character your child
can relate to

•

Like the book you are reading - your enthusiasm
will be infectious!

•

Make sure the book is written well and suitable for
being read aloud

So do ensure you are up to speed with a range of
children's picture books. It will help you to read the
books well and inspire your children's love of reading.

500 Words 2020—Radio 2 Competition
500 Words is the UK’s most successful short story-writing competition for children between the ages of
5 and 13. It was launched back in 2011, after Chris Evans had a dream. He dreamt of getting children
excited about reading and writing. All children: no matter what their ability, experience, or
background. 2019 attracted over 110, 000 entries children to the short story competition, and since it
launched, the competition has received over 912,986 short stories. It’s super simple. All entrants must
pen an original story, no more than 500 words in length, and submit it online. It can be about
ANYTHING you want – space-ships, grannies, insects, time travel. The list is endless!
Stories are judged anonymously, without regard to grammar, punctuation or spelling. The
competition culminates in a broadcast extravaganza of live music and sensational story-telling every
summer, at a special venue. Click on this link to submit a story.

AMAZON LINKS

Parent Volunteers

A Fox Called Herbert (3+)

Here at Aragon, we are
always on the look out
for parent/grandparent/
adult volunteers to come
and read with our
children. If you could
spare some time to help
our children read then
please contact the school
office, who will pass your
details onto the teachers.

I Don't Like Books. Never.
Ever. The End. (5+)
Lucy’s Blue Day (5+)
Poems Aloud (5+)

Professor Astro Cat Series (5+)
The Bat Book (6+)
Pests (6+)
Agents of the Wild (7+)
Scribble Witch (7+)
The Super Miraculous Journey
of Freddie Yates (8+)
Fierce, Fearless and Free (9+)
Crater Lake (10+)
Jemima Small vs. the Universe
(10+)

